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Pulsed gamma-ray emission has been observed from the Crab pulsar by the EGRET instrument up to energies
of 5 GeV. With the 17 meter MAGIC Telescope we have searched for pulsed gamma rays from Crab, and
obtained a flux upper limit for its pulsed emission.
1. Introduction
The Crab pulsar (rotation period  ms) and its nebula are one of the most studied objects in VHE gamma-ray
astronomy. The pulsar itself is emitting over a broad energy range from radio up to gamma-rays. It is also
the only known pulsar which presents the same light curve at all energies. The most energetic pulsed  –ray
emission detected is at 5 GeV and has been measured with the EGRET instrument on board of CGRO [1].
The most popular models describing the pulsed emission are the polar cap [2] and the outer gap [3] models.
Both predict a sharp energy cutoff in the emission spectrum between a few GeV and few tens of GeV. In
the polar cap scenario, electrons are accelerated above the pulsar polar cap radiating  -rays via curvature and
synchrotron radiation. Due to the strong magnetic fields of the pulsars magnetosphere ( 	
 Gauss) the
 -rays can undergo magnetic pair production. As a consequence of this, in the polar cap model a super–
exponential cutoff is expected in the  -ray flux spectrum above a cutoff energy  . In the outer gap model
 -rays are emitted close to the light cylinder of the pulsar. In this model the cutoff is determined by photon-
photon pair production which has a weaker energy dependence than magnetic pair production. Therefore a
higher cutoff energy is expected.
By precisely determining the cutoff energy of the spectrum one would be able to discriminate between several
models thus answering the open question about the acceleration site of electrons in the magnetosphere of the
pulsar. Up to now no instrument has been able to detect pulsed emission beyond a few GeV. One possible
way to detect  -rays in the energy region of interest is to use the imaging air Cherenkov technique. However,
until some years ago air Cherenkov telescopes had a too high energy threshold. MAGIC [4] is the largest air
Cherenkov telescope with a reflector diameter of 17m. The current trigger threshold of MAGIC is about 50
GeV, well suited to perform pulsar studies. The central pixel of the MAGIC camera is used to detect the optical
emission from the Crab Pulsar and other objects to perform correlation studies [5]. The commissioning phase
of the telescope finished last summer.
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2. Data Analysis
2.1 The data sample
The data analyzed here were taking during the first Crab campaign of the MAGIC telescope after its com-
missioning phase. The data were taken with two different trigger conditions, namely, in the standard trigger
mode, and with a special trigger condition. In the later, the trigger region is restricted to a narrow ring of the
inner MAGIC camera, since this configuration provides a lower trigger threshold, as well as a better hadron
suppression at the trigger level. Table 1 summarizes the two data samples used in this analysis.
Table 1. Data sample used in this analysis.
Mode Date T ﬀﬂﬁﬃ! "$#!%
Standard trigger Sep. 2004: 21, 22 0.8
Oct. 2004: 10,11,22 2.4
Special trigger Oct. 2004: 16, 21, 23 4.2
Nov. 2004: 19, 21 3.1
The standard calibration of the MAGIC telescope uses a set of light pulse generators which illuminate the PMT
camera uniformly. This procedure provides an absolute calibration of the camera and the signal processing
chain of the telescope. The analog signals from the PMTs of the camera are digitized by 300 MHz Flash-
ADCs. The conversion factor from ADC counts to photoelectrons is obtaining by means of the so called
F-Factor method. Once the data has been calibrated, a cleaning algorithm is applied to the shower images in
order to remove the noise of the night sky background. The final images are then parameterized in terms of the
Hillas parameters [6].
2.2 Timing analysis
For each event which triggers the telescope the exact arrival time is recorded using a Rubidium clock syn-
chronized with a Global Positioning System (GPS) at the beginning of each second, which provide a precision
of 200 ns. For the timing analysis, all the arrival times are transformed to the solar system barycenter, using
the JPL DE200 planetary ephemeris and the TEMPO package [7]. The corrected times were folded modulo
the pulse period to obtain the corresponding rotational phases of the events, according to a Taylor expansion
around the known Crab radio ephemeris. The ephemeris used for each observational period were obtained
from the Jodrell Bank public web page [8]. In order to test our analysis software, we used the optical data
taken with the Central Pixel of the MAGIC telescope (for a detailed description see [5] in these proceedings).
2.2.1 Periodicity search
Standard gamma/hadron separation methods based on cuts on the distribution of the Hillas parameters describ-
ing the images, remove a large fraction of events a low energies, and, therefore are not suitable for pulsar
searches, specially for the very low energy cutoff expected for the Crab pulsar. Since the signal, if at all ob-
servable, is expected at the very trigger threshold of the MAGIC telescope, we applied a cut in the size of the
images of 300 photons (equivalent to 	'&& photoelectrons) thus removing all the high energy showers and
retaining only the low energy events. This cut reduces the background rate by 93% while losing only 34% of
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the gammas (assuming a super-exponential cutoff for the Crab pulsar nebula at 20 GeV, according to [10]).
Then, to search for the presence of a periodic signal at the Crab frequency, we applied different uniformity
tests to the whole data sample surviving this cut. We also did a blind periodicity search around the expected
Crab frequency. In either case, no evidence of a significant signal was found. The obtained light curve can be
seen in Figure 1, which is consistent with an uniform distribution.
2.2.2 Flux upper limits
Since there was no evidence of the pulsed signal in our data, we proceeded to calculate the upper limit on the
pulsed Crab emission. For obtaining conservative upper limits, only the data taken in the standard trigger mode
have been used, applying the same gamma/hadron separation method that we employed to extract the unpulsed
flux of the Crab nebula [11], but just with looser cuts. This made the energy threshold higher but easier to
compare with the DC component. We have derived the upper limits from the H-test. The 3 ( upper limit is
parameterized in terms of the value ) obtained in the uniformity test and the expected duty cycle of the pulse


















where +].^N`_ a is N the pulsed fraction and a the total number of recorded events. The pulse profile of the
Crab pulsar above few GeVs remains unknown. For this analysis we assumed that it retains the same shape
as the one measured by EGRET, i.e., we assumed a double peak pulse profile with a duty cycle of 21%. The
integral upper limits obtained are reported in table 2. They have been calculated for two different lower SIZE
cuts, resulting in an analysis energy threshold of 90 and 150 GeV respectively. The upper limits are compared
to previous results by other experiments in Figure 1. In order to constraint the spectral energy cutoff, we have
extended the EGRET power law [14] to our energy domain by assuming an exponential cutoff. The higher
cutoff compatible with our upper limit is bﬀced GeV.
Table 2. Flux upper limits derived at different threshold energies f . g is the value obtained in the H-test, and h and i are
the upper limit to the pulsed fraction and the total number of events after cuts respectively.
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3. Conclusions
Data taken by the MAGIC telescope in 2004 has been used to search for pulsed  -ray from the Crab pulsar. We
found no evidence for its pulsed emission in our analysis at the expected radio frequency. We have calculated
upper limits at different energies for a 3 ( confidence level. Assuming a exponential cutoff for the Crab
spectrum we conclude that this cutoff energy must be below 60 GeV. The upper limits derived here, do not
allow yet to discriminate between the outer gap and polar cap models.
Apart from the Crab, other pulsars have been observed by MAGIC, which analysis can be found elsewhere in
these proceedings [16].
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EGRET power law fit - ApJ 409 (1993)
Power law + Exp. cutoff (this work)
Polar Cap - Harding (2001)
Outer Gap - ApJ 549 (2001)
Crab Nebula model - ApJ 503 (1998)
MAGIC - this work
CELESTE - ApJ 566 (2002)
STECEE - ApJ 547 (2001)
Whipple - ApJ 531 (2000)
Figure 1. Left: Light curve at the expected Crab radio frequency selecting only those events below a SIZE cut of t 55
photoelectrons, i.e., close to the telescope energy threshold, and without applying any additional gamma/hadron separation
cut. Right: Pulsed photon spectrum of the Crab pulsar. The full circles represents the differential ux upper limits obtained
in this work at different energy thresholds. For comparison, the upper limits obtained by other experiments are also shown
(see e.g. [12] and [13]). The solid line is the power law t to the EGRET data [14], whereas the blue line is a model for
the crab nebula spectrum [15]. The dashed line represents the extension of the EGRET power law into the MAGIC energy
domain with an exponential cutoff constraint by our upper limit.
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